Goffs Academy

Year 11 into Year 12
Transition Work

ACE
Use this time to explore a topic beyond the school curriculum by completing a free MOOC (Massive
Online Open Course) from Future Learn
https://www.futurelearn.com/
You can complete a course run by a range of leading universities in almost any topic on the planet
and can download/print a certificate when you complete the programme.
Attempt one of the two questions on the ACE programme remote learning sheet. Should you like to
write your own question, please run it by Mr Ashdown.
Below are a selection of enquiry questions you may choose to research and answer. These tasks
are designed to CHALLENGE you and to help you develop important transferrable skills as you
research relevant, reliable sources to present your opinion and evaluate the facts.
•
•

If television had not been invented, what would life be like?
What invention has had the greatest impact on the human race?

Alternatively, students may devise their own question and submit it to Mr Ashdown for approval
(RAs@goffs.herts.sch.uk). Answers must include arguments for and against the line of enquiry.
Structure
• You must present your work with a RANGE of relevant research - do not just look at the first
website on Google!
• Ensure your work is supported by facts, not unfounded opinions. You can include opinions
from reputable websites to back up your own ideas
• Use a PEEL (point>evidence>explanation>link) structure to ensure your points are relevant
and well substantiated
• You should reference any websites you use at the bottom of your work, using footnotes. For
example:
o We want our students to grow as individuals with ambition, resilience and courage
(1).
Reference
1. https://www.goffs.herts.sch.uk/251/school-vision-and-ethos
• Remember to explore both sides of the argument in your answer
• Finish with a conclusion that summarises your findings and gives a clear indication of which
side of the argument you agree with most (no sitting on the fence!)
Marking
Your answers will be graded according to the list below:
Distinction * - You will be rewarded an R5
• Outstanding knowledge and understanding
• Outstanding research
• Outstanding analysis/evaluation and/or discussion/explanation/development
• Outstanding, balanced arguments

•
•

Outstanding structure throughout
Accurate use of SPAG

Distinction - You will be rewarded an R4
• Very good knowledge and understanding
• Very good research
• Very good analysis/evaluation and/or discussion/explanation/development
• Very good, balanced arguments
• Very good structure throughout
• Accurate use of SPAG
Merit - You will be rewarded an R3
• Good knowledge and understanding
• Good research
• Good analysis/evaluation and/or discussion/explanation/development
• Good, balanced arguments
• Good structure throughout
• Some accurate use of SPAG
Pass - You will be rewarded an R2
• Satisfactory knowledge and understanding
• Satisfactory research
• Satisfactory analysis/evaluation and/or discussion/explanation/development
• Satisfactory, balanced arguments
• Satisfactory structure throughout
• Satisfactory use of SPAG
Additional competitions to participate in
Why not challenge yourself with these online competitions to enter.
Film
Can you review a specific film or a film of your choice:
https://www.intofilm.org/competitions
History and English Language
Can you write a creative story but factually correct piece from History.
https://www.walterscottprize.co.uk/young-walter-scott-prize/
English Language (Entries up to 13 years of age)
Can you write a magical story involving a taxi!!?
https://www.caabpublishing.co.uk/submit-competitions
Critical Thinking
Compete in a World Competition with the winners presented their award and hard copy of their
short story in Paris!
https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-and-idries-shah-foundation-launch-world-tales-short-storycompetition

ART
Continue with direct observational drawings as per emailed hand-out.
Students are expected to email Miss Brown with photos of completed pieces for feedback:
tbr@goffs.herts.sch.uk
If your son/daughter is taking Art A’Level and has not got access to their school email please email
tbr@goffs.herts.sch
Direct Observational Drawing
Make a still life of objects – here is a video to help you with composition (it’s a photography one but
it is good about how to compose a still life set
up) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CadByjgmT5U and some images to inspire you:

You want it to be somewhere you can keep it set up for a period of time. Also consider the lighting natural lighting or projecting some light onto it using a lamp.

This will give you a lot of scope to practice.
You can also set up smaller groups and zoom into parts of the still life; here are some examples by
photographer Jan Groover. Look at surfaces that create reflections and maybe mix natural forms
with manmade structures.

1: Start off with a continual line drawing of the still life - also known as a contour drawing - link to
watch https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=still+life+drawing+using+continual+line&&view=deta
il&mid=8F6161DCECC8C42BF89D8F6161DCECC8C42BF89D&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fse
arch%3Fq%3Dstill%2520life%2520drawing%2520using%2520continual%2520line%26qs%3Dn%26for
m%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dstill%2520life%2520drawing%2520using%2520continual%2520line%26sc%3D039%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DAB90173E97AB4A5EA47D25EDD8C1CD6E
Really good to get you looking. Strongly advise you do some of these to practice looking carefully.
2: Line drawing and tonal studies
Produce a series of studies of the still life you have set up. This could be the whole still life from
different viewpoints; sections of the piece. The more you practice your direct observational drawing
skills the easy the transition will be into Year 12.
Here is an example by one of your peers who has already started this process.

External applicants - please contact tbr@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

BUSINESS
For students that intend to take Business as an A Level, please find attached some information:
The specification can be found here:
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Business%20Studies/2015/specific
ation-and-sample-assessment-materials/9781446912591_GCE2015_AS_BUS_WEB.PDF
Useful websites/apps- register now:
•
Register with http://www.tutor2u.net , a Business Studies blog especially written for
students. A daily blog will be sent to you with interesting news articles that tie into the syllabus,
comments from examiners and (later) tips and support for exam modules
•

For (business) news stories use the BBC website http://news.bbc.co.uk

Week 1 Tasks

Week 2 Tasks

Week 3 Tasks
Entrepreneurs and Leaders
Research these business people

Research these different entrepreneurs and find out the following: 1. What have they done?
2. Why are they an entrepreneur?
3. How did they do it?
4. What is their net worth?

Week 4 Tasks
Research Activity
Present your information as a report, PowerPoint presentation or poster.

1. Select a company
(picking a Public Limited Company (PLC) will make it easier to find information on the
internet).

2. Research some basic facts:
➢ Research the term “Annual Accounts for your chosen .PLC”

➢ Download the PDF
➢ Read the chairman’s and CEO message at front of the pack
➢ Look through the pack to find the financial information (Income statement) this will
show the revenue and profit.

➢
➢
➢
➢

Explain the following
What does the business do?
How large is it?
Where is it based?
What are its key objectives? (Hint: look in the Chairman’s statement in the annual
report)

3. How successful is it?
Give evidence (Think about numbers: sales revenue, profit, market share etc. and get
facts and figures).

4. Has it become more or less successful over the last few years?
(again, get evidence from annual report, compare finance for a few years)

5. What do you think are the key factors that affect its success and why? (Think about
competitors, Government regulation, the economy, its financial situation etc.)
6. Evaluate the impact coronavirus has on this business

READING
Business Text Books
Once the term starts, we recommend that you have purchased your own copy of the recommended
textbook or e-book for your chosen course. Other books, revision guides are available, but make
sure that they are Edexcel approved and cover the specification for first teaching in 2015.

Main Text Book Essential! (YEAR 12 & 13)

£20.00 - £45
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Edexcel-level-Business-StudentActiveBook/dp/1447983548/ref=sr_1_2?crid=8IEGX6UZAJ7D&dchild=1&keywords=edexc
el+business+a+level&qid=1588604888&sprefix=edexcel+business+a+%2Caps%2C151&sr=
8-2
Revision Guide Year 12

https://www.amazon.co.uk/My-Revision-Notes-EdexcelBusiness/dp/1471883191/ref=sr_1_22_sspa?crid=8IEGX6UZAJ7D&dchild=1&keywords=e
dexcel+business+a+level&qid=1588605089&sprefix=edexcel+business+a+%2Caps%2C151
&sr=8-22spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzUzVBUlJTUEROVVFDJmVuY3J5c
HRlZElkPUEwNzA1NzI3MkpXNVczTEJPSEE5WSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNDgyNTQ5MV
dIQ002U042Nk1FRCZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2J0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZk
b05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
£9.99

Revision Guide Years 12&13

https://www.amazon.co.uk/My-Revision-Notes-levelBusiness/dp/1471883221/ref=sr_1_4?crid=8IEGX6UZAJ7D&dchild=1&keywords=edexcel+
business+a+level&qid=1588605089&sprefix=edexcel+business+a+%2Caps%2C151&sr=8-4
£14.72
Other recommended reads - Quality newspapers/magazines such as The Times, Guardian,
Telegraph, Independent, journals such as The Economist (N.B there are reduced rates for students on
some of these, for example, students were able to buy The Economist for 6p per copy instead of the
standard £2!) . You can sign up online and receive free articles.

www.thetimes.c
o.uk

www.independent.
co.uk

www.economist.
com

https://www.hoddereducatio
n.co.uk/ magazines/
magazines-extras/businessreview-extras

Business Books

An essential read for anyone that is thinking about starting their own business. Successful
Entrepreneurs are interviewed about how the spotted a gap in a market, and developed a
USP.

A very readable and fascinating book, which looks into the reason’s products become
market leaders.

An interesting investigation into the culture at Google, includes insights into the four-day
working week and soft management styles. The questions are; are these the things that
made Google the world’s number one search engine?

Question

Which is the most important factor in
generating repeat purchase for the
business
you have chosen?

Task Summary
❖ Choose a small business.
❖ Using secondary research, investigate the factors that enable the business to
generate repeat purchase.
❖ Present useful information/data to support the points you are making.
❖ Analyse the different factors that are important for the business in generating
repeat purchase.
❖ Using your analysis, arrive at a supported judgement that indicates the most
important factor for the business to generate repeat purchase for the business.
Breaking the task down

Have you completed the following?
Title Page
❖ The controlled assessment title
❖ Your name
❖ Your school name & centre number - 17221
❖ Your candidate number if known
❖ A relevant image of your selected business
Brief Introduction
❖ What is the name of the business? Where it located and what is its size?
❖ What does the business sell and what is its purpose?
❖ Who are your chosen business’ target audience? Give some information
about the target audience.
3 main paragraphs- 3 different ways your chosen business generates repeat
purchase
❖ You will need to discuss in detail 3 different ways your chosen business
meets the needs of its customers.
❖ You need to explain the advantages and disadvantages of the methods.
❖ You will need to use your research to support your points.
❖ Your personal experiences can be used to justify your points.
❖ You need to use graphs, charts, and quotes from your research.
❖ Possible ways of generating repeat purchase are below. You must select
3 different methods. This will vary depending on your selected business.
o Product range
o Quality
o Design of products
o Customer experience
o After sales service
o Price
o Brand image
o Convenience
o Speed and quality of service
o Unique selling point

Y/N

o Skills and knowledge of staff
❖ Use the guidance from the research section to conduct your research
❖ Include facts from your research to justify your points
❖ Compare your main business to its competitors. This means you need to
investigate more than 1 business
Conclusion/Judgement:
❖ You will now need to write 2-3 paragraphs in detail justifying the most
important way your chosen business generates repeat purchase.
❖ Explain the method
❖ Why is this method better than the other methods you have analysed?
❖ How do you know this is the reason why the business is successful?
❖ Use research to justify your answers.
❖ Use the ‘it depends on’ rule.
❖ Suggest ways in which your chosen business can be improved.
Referencing:
❖ A reference is an acknowledgement that you have found the information
from a source that you have not generated yourself.
❖ You need to reference you research in your write-up by selecting:
-Insert
-Reference
-Footnote
-Then select the ‘insert’ button. A small number will appear by the text
you want to reference and you will be able to insert the reference at the
bottom of the page.
❖ You need to create a bibliography/webography like the one below.
Source
1 Edexcel
GCSE
Business:
Introduction
to a small
business
2 Daily Mail

3 Which
Franchise.co
m

Title
Unit
1.4
P105

Author Publisher URL
Andert Pearson
on, A
et al.

Date
2009

Franch
ise
Heave
n

Giles
Watso
n

12th November 2009

www.
18th November 2009
whichfr
anchise
.com

Business Report Folder:
❖ You must make a Business Studies Report folder

❖ In this folder, you must save your report, create a research bibliography
by including the title of your research, the website address and date the
article was written.
❖ You also need to write the date you accessed the website and other
secondary research sources used.
❖ Complete the research log accurately.

Business Studies Report
Research Log

Date

Time
[started]

Time
[finished]

What you did [be specific]

What you need to do next

Business Studies Report
Research Log
Date

Time
[started]

Time
[finished]

What you did [be specific]

This form must be completed and submitted with the final write-up

What you need to do next

Marksheet

Centre name: Goffs Academy

Centre number:17221

Candidate name:

Candidate number (if known):

Business Studies Report

Task: Which is the most important factor in generating repeat purchase for the business you
have chosen?

Research

Present
Analysis
information/data

/12

/8

Evaluation

/12

Signed (teacher):

/8

Total

/40

Date:

Name of teacher: O Oyelade
Signed (Candidate):

Date:

Research (12 Marks)
To gain more than 3 marks your research must be from more than one source and the more detailed, relevant
and organised the research the more marks will be gained. Research must show selectivity and focus (i.e. is
the information you have collected actually going to help you answer the question about how the business
could improve its collection of its market research data?). remember to conduct research on your main
business and at least 1 of its competitors. Research could include a combination of the following:-

Research
Method
Business
Studies
Websites

Using the
business’s
website

Using business
directory
websites

Activity

Research that needs to be collected

Use websites such as
www.businesssed.co.uk, www.tutor2u.net to
find out the correct definition of invention
and innovation.
Look at your chosen business’s website for
evidence of how the business encourages
repeat purchase or how your selcted methods
have contributed to its success or evidence of
other factors that have contributed to the
succes of the business.
Look at websites such as www.yell.com or
www.google.com to identify who your
business’s competitors are and how many
there are.

Place in a Word document, a list of
definitions you will use. I suggest you create a
Folder with the name of your suggested
business
Printscreen the relevant page(s) from the
website. If there are many examples you may
want to type up a summary.
Printscreen the pages that show who / how
many competitors exist. This may help you
explain how repeat purchase is important to
your business’ success
Include examples of how your business’s
competitors or simliar businesses encourage
repeat purchase. This could be from their
website or your own knowledge.
Printscreen the pages that show the
comments customers have made. Use text
boxes on your research to explain what you
have identified from these comments. If there
are many you make want to summarise them.
Cut out the articles and adverts or printscreen
them and put them in your research folder so
that you can refer to them whilst you
complete your report

Competitors /
similar
businesses

Look at your business’s competitors or similar
businesses and find out how they encourage
repeat purchase

Using review
websites

Look at review websites and see what
customers have said about them. Have they
said or given you an idea on how your business
encourages repeat purchase?

Newspaper and
magazine
clippings
(online)

Look through local publications for articles or
adverts that show how your chosen business
encourages repeat purchase

Pictures or
photographs

Draw pictures or use online photos to show
how your chosen business encourages repeat
purchase.

Include these pictures or photos in your
research folder

Price lists,
Menus or
catalogues

Printscreen a price list, menu or catalogue
from your chosen business and / or its
competitors. Does this show how they
encourage repeat purchase?

Include what you have collected in your
research folder. If you have collected them
from a number of businesses you may want to
summarise them in a table.

Maps

Collect a map showing the location of your
business. Does this show how its location
encourages repeat purchase?

Include the map in your research folder and
explain on it what it shows you in relation to
repeat purchase.

Complete a RESEARCH LOG recording the times you have spent collecting research

External applicants - please contact toy@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

CHILD'S PLAY,
LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT BTEC
I.
Unit in brief:
Learners will gain an understanding of children’s developmental progress from birth up to seven years 11
months.
II.

Transition Work:

Principles of growth and development:
• the rate of growth is variable, different parts of the body grow at different rates
• development occurs in an orderly sequence, physical development begins with the control of head
movement and continues down the body and with uncontrolled large movements before becoming
precise and refined, areas of development are interrelated, the development rate varies between
children, development is affected by a range of different factors.

Research the different rates of growths for the following:
• Newborn – 2 months
• 3 – 6 months
• 6 – 12 months
• 1 – 2 years
• 2 – 3 years
• 4 – 5 years
• 5 – 6 years
• 6 – 7 years
• 7+
For each stage, write about their growth development for physical growth and for mental growth.
Draw a chart / timeline outlaying the key points for each stage.

External applicants - please contact ani@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

DRAMA
Pupils should visit Frantic Assemblies website to research this influential practitioner. Links and Tasks will be
provided on doddle.
One of the biggest practitioners of recent years Frantic Assembly have come to pretty much define a whole
style- Physical theatre. Now this is different to the physical theatre we explored in year 8 and more to do
with meaning being created through movement.
You will have explored some frantic methods in GCSE work- hymns hands/chair duets etc.
I would like you to research how this company goes about adapting and re-interpreting historical texts- in
this case 'Othello' by Shakespeare.
https://www.franticassembly.co.uk/frantic-digital/othello-1
Follow the link and watch the videos attached. Write some notes on the companies and actors aims and how
they set about achieving them throughout the creative process.
External applicants - please contact cho@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

ECONOMICS
All Economics students will be writing a report on the effects of COVID-19/ the Corona virus on the main
economic groups. The instructions and structure will be placed on Doddle.
There will be extension exercise tasks attached for students to complete to the same theme.

External applicants - please contact toy@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Welcome to English Literature! – We are on Task 5
I have left Tasks 1, 2, 3 & 4 on here, in case you want to check your work. All tasks must be completed and
will be checked. Collect all your tasks in a folder ready for the Sixth form.
Task 5
“Exploring Shakespeare”
At AS level, you will be studying more Shakespeare. This week’s task encourages you to look closely at an
extract from “Romeo and Juliet” and to compare it with one of Shakespeare’s most well-known sonnets.
1. Start by reading the play extract and annotating it by underlining all the vocabulary linked to religion.
Hint – don’t forget to look up the word “palmer.”
2. Read the extract again to develop your understanding. What is Romeo trying to achieve in this
conversation?
3. How would you describe Romeo’s attitude towards Juliet and why?
4. As an Elizabethan woman of high birth, Juliet would be expected to behave in a modest way. How
does she react to Romeo’s flirtation?
5. Now read the sonnet and annotate it to explore how the persona contrasts his lover with things
which are typically considered to be beautiful.
6. Why do you think he does this? Is he being unkind or does he have another motive?
7. Now research the structure of Shakespearean sonnet and make notes on this.
8. Annotate the poem to show how the rhyme scheme separates it into sections. How does the
argument develop in line with the rhymes and what is the effect of the rhyming couplet at the end?
9. Write a PEECEE paragraph comparing the Romeo’s descriptions of Juliet to those of the persona in
sonnet 130.
10. Which of the different approaches in the two texts do you think a woman would prefer to receive?
Explain your answer.
Extract from “Romeo and Juliet” Act 1 scene 5
This extract presents Romeo’s first meeting with Juliet.
ROMEO
[To JULIET] If I profane with my unworthiest hand This holy shrine, the gentle fine is this: My lips, two
blushing pilgrims, ready stand To smooth that rough touch with a tender kiss.
JULIET
Good pilgrim, you do wrong your hand too much, Which mannerly devotion shows in this; For saints have
hands that pilgrims' hands do touch, And palm to palm is holy palmers' kiss.
ROMEO
Have not saints lips, and holy palmers too?
JULIET
Ay, pilgrim, lips that they must use in prayer.
ROMEO
O, then, dear saint, let lips do what hands do; They pray, grant thou, lest faith turn to despair.

SONNET 130
In this sonnet, the persona describes his lover
My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun; Coral is far more red than her lips' red; If snow be white, why
then her breasts are dun; If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head. I have seen roses damask'd, red
and white, But no such roses see I in her cheeks; And in some perfumes is there more delight Than in the
breath that from my mistress reeks. I love to hear her speak, yet well I know That music hath a far more
pleasing sound; I grant I never saw a goddess go; My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground. And
yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare As any she belied with false compare.
Previous tasks set by A level teachers:
Task 4: Transition Project: Christina Rossetti
We will be studying some poetry by Christina Rossetti for AS level. Rossetti is a Victorian poet who writes in
many different forms.
Task 1
Research and complete a Powerpoint Presentation on the following contextual factors:
1. The Pre Raphaelite Movement
2. Oxford Movement/ Tracterianism
3. Christina Rossetti’s own life; think about her family, relationships and religion
When you are conducting your research, ensure that you also use the following two websites:
-Cross ref it
-Victorian Web
Task 2 AS Poetic Terminology
Find out the definitions of the poetic techniques on the next document:
Apostrophe

Alliteration

Archaism

Anaphora

Antithesis

Allusion

Anaphora

Ballad Meter

Couplet

Conventional
Poetic Vocabulary

Caesura

Dialogue

Enjambment

Euphenism

End Stopped Line

Image

Imperative

Implicit
responder/response

Lyric/Lyrical

Lines: Alternating
long and short

Pentameter

Pronouns

Personification

Quatrain

Question and
Answer

Refrain

Symbol

Syntax

Simile

Sonnet

Sestet

Octave

Volta

Declarative

Hyperbaton

Task 3. Research social and historical, and literary context found in The Great Gatsby.
Write a page of information on each and find out how it links to the novel. You can use web sites such as
Sparknotes/Connell/Shmoop
You will find lots of video clips on Youtube, just type in the topic…
1.

The American Dream
a)
The Lost Generation
b)
Post WW1 America
c)
The Jazz Age /The Roaring Twenties .

Literary context
a)
The Waste Land by T.S Eliot
b)
Other work by Fitzgerald
c)
The Modernist movement
d)
Realism and Naturalism
Task 2. Victorian Poetry (last week’s work)
We will be studying some poetry by Christina Rossetti for AS level. Rossetti is a Victorian poet who writes in
many different forms.Task 1. Research the following poetic forms and make notes on their main features:
Ballad, Sonnet, Dramatic monologue
One site you could use is https://crossref-it.info/repository Use the A-Z general definitions as a starting
point, but make sure you look up any additional terms that you do not understand, in order to develop your
knowledge of key terms.
Follow this link https://genius.com/Christina-georgina-rossetti-sister-maude-annotated and read the poem
“Sister Maude”a few times, to explore the meaning. Now complete the tasks below:
1
2
3

Which events do you think have taken place and why?
How does the speaker feel about her sister, Maude, and how do you know this?
In which of the above poetic forms is “Sister Maude” written and how do you know this?

Task 1. ‘The Great Gatsby’- complete a research task. Research the author, seeking relevant autobiographical
context
1. Create a fact- file with 5 sub headings on 1a-e all about F. Scottt Fitzgerald’s life and experiences,
and how this may have shaped the novel. Use Lit Charts, Connell Guides, Cliffnotes, Seneca online to
find out this information. Aim for a minimum of half an A4 page per heading.
Look at the following:
a) Fitzgerald’s life & early life
b) Engagements and marriage
c) Marriage to Zelda
d) Marital infidelity
e) How his life/experiences impacted on his work

ENTERPRISE BTEC
Year 11’s are going to be working on a breakfast cereal challenge. The instruction sheets will be placed on
Doddle.
For students that intend to take BTEC Business at KS5, please find attached some information:
The specification can be found here:
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/BTEC-Nationals/Business/2016/specification-andsample-assessments/9781446938218_BTECNationals_Bus_ExCert_Spec_Iss3C.pdf
Useful website students can access:
https://www.tutor2u.net/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
https://revisionworld.com/gcse-revision/business-studies
https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/business-studies
https://quizlet.com/en-gb/content/gcse-business-studies-revision
https://getrevising.co.uk/

External applicants - please contact toy@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

FILM STUDIES
Year 11 Film Studies
Wider Knowledge Tasks for School Closure
Please complete the following tasks on a weekly basis. These tasks will help you practice and develop your
Film Studies skills and knowledge. They are excellent activities to prepare you for Key Stage 5.

Week
Beginning

Task

27/4/20

Non-English Language Film
Watch any non-English language film you can access. Make sure that you watch a
subtitled version of the film – not dubbed. Examples – All About My Mother, Train to
Busan, Man On Wire. Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you
found effective and what you found less effective.

4/5/20

Classic Cinema
Watch any ‘classic’ film you can access. Make sure that this is a film which has been
given critical acclaim, won awards or is generally considered to be a classic. Examples
– Jaws, The Godfather, North by Northwest, The Shining, Gone With the Wind. Write
a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found effective and what you
found less effective.

11/5/20

1980’s Film
Watch at least one film from the 1980’s which is generally considered to be a good
example of the era. EXAMPLES – The Goonies, Back to the Future, Pretty in Pink, The
Breakfast Club. Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found
effective and what you found less effective.

18/5/20

Black and White Film
Watch at least one film in black and white (not necessarily an ‘old’ film which is of
interest to you. EXAMPLES – Dead of Night, Night of the Hunter, Casablanca, The
Lighthouse. Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found
effective and what you found less effective.

25/5/20

HALF TERM BREAK

1/6/20

Modern Film
Watch at least one film from the last 5 years. EXAMPLES – Underwater, Avengers
Endgame, The Lighthouse. Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what
you found effective and what you found less effective.

8/6/20

Alfred Hitchcock

Watch at least one film by Alfred Hitchcock. EXAMPLES – Rope, Psycho, Strangers on a
Train. Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found effective
and what you found less effective.
15/6/20

Quentin Tarantino
Watch at least one film by Quentin Tarantino. EXAMPLES – Once Upon a Time in
Hollywood, The Hateful Eight, Inglourious Basterds. Write a short 500 word review of
the film discussing what you found effective and what you found less effective.

22/6/20

Spielberg
Watch at least one film by Stephen Spielberg. EXAMPLES – ET, Duel, Jurassic Park
Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found effective and
what you found less effective.

29/6/20

Martin Scorcese
Watch at least one film by Scorcese. EXAMPLES – Goodfellas, Casino, Cape Fear. Write
a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found effective and what you
found less effective.

6/6/20

Stanley Kubrick
Watch at least one film by Kubrick. EXAMPLES – Full Metal Jacket, 2001, Dr
Strangelove. Write a short 500 word review of the film discussing what you found
effective and what you found less effective.

13/6/20

FRENCH
Preparation work for further study:
•

Revise all grammar areas from GCSE
www.languagenut.com
www.languagesonline.org.uk

•

Improve your language skills by listening to French songs and finding the lyrics
www.lyricsgaps.com/fr
www.lyricstraining.com/fr

•

Keep up-to-date with what is going on in France by watching news-clips and reading short articles in
French on topics that interest you
www.tf1.fr/tf1
www.lemonde.fr

External applicants - please contact nan@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

GEOGRAPHY
All work will be set on Doddle.
Pupils have been all been set on Doddle a booklet called Preparation for A-Level Geography.
This booklet has information about many different sources of information. Pupils can use this how they feel
would best suit them, and what captures their interest. There are articles to read, documentaries to watch,
websites to browse, and some books to read. All of these will be helpful in their studies at A-Level.
Please email jfl@goffs.herts.sch.uk with any queries regarding this work.

External applicants - please contact the above directly for transition work.

HEALTH AND SOCIAL
CARE
To produce a timeline of physical development and the changes that human body goes through from birth.
You are to include:
• Infancy (0-2 years)
• Early childhood (3-8 years)
• Adolescence (9-18 years)
• Early adulthood (1945 years)
• Middle adulthood (46-65 years)
• Later adulthood (65+ years)
You can produce this as you like—I am looking for creativity, knowledge, research and presentation skills

External applicants - please contact ani@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

HISTORY
Cold War (Edexcel, Paper 2)
All Y11 classes: Transition work into year 12
Paper 1C- Tudors
The state of England in 1485
What kind of England did Henry VII take over. Produce a collage of images with written detail to represent
England in 1485. Your collage should have images and written details on the following aspects, which you
will need to research;
The Church – Structure, Roman Catholicism, Lollardy
Society – Nobility, Gentry, Middling sorts, Peasants, Regional divisions
Agriculture – Strip farming, subsistence farming, start of enclosure
Economy – Domestic Industry, Wool, Tin, Coal
Paper 2N- Russia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXHybEb4b_o
The above is a BBC documentary on the Russian Revolution. Students should watch the video (47 minutes)
and then create:
1. A profile on key people that appear in the documentary
2. A list of causes of the revolution - Long (pre-1905) medium (1905-1914) and short (WW1 Feb/March 1917)
3. A timeline of key events from 1900-1917

External applicants - please contact ssa@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

ICT/COMPUTING
Computing:
OCR AS / A Level Computer Science H046, H446
Please see attached transition document for tasks. Students can do the tasks in the booklet.

ICT:
BTEC L3 IT
Please see the below Yr 11 BTEC Transition Work Booklet for a range of tasks to complete:

Progression to Post-16 Study
in Information Technology

Course Outline
The business course has four units. They are:
● Information Technology Systems – an externally assessed unit where you will
learn about the theory relating to information technology use, such as hardware,
software, networks, as well as considering the ethical and legal issues surrounding
IT use
● Creating Systems to manage information – an externally assessed unit that
requires you to complete a practical task to create a database for a specific purpose
● Using social media in business – this unit requires you to complete an internally
assessed coursework unit where you will analyse and evaluate different social media
platforms and how they can be used by businesses. You will also need to plan,
create, test and evaluate a social media site for a local business of your choice
● Data Modelling – in this unit you will learn how to use spreadsheet programs. For
the internal assessment you will need to plan, create, test and evaluate a
spreadsheet model for a specific purpose
Throughout the course you will need to use and improve upon a range of IT skills, including
● Internet research – being discerning and selective
● Word processing – the coursework will need to be presented, often as a business
report
● Presentation using PowerPoint – some coursework tasks, require a presentation
● Email – using this in a professional manner to liaise with staff and clients
● Spreadsheets – to analyse and present numerical data, for example a bar chart
● Referencing sources – this must be done using the Harvard referencing system.
Information on how to do this can be found here
https://www.ukessays.com/referencing/harvard/

Recommended Resources
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3 - Whilst aimed at GCSE, this
will also provide useful information on many areas, especially if you did not do
GCSE Computing. You can use the information in the ICT, Computing and
Digital Technology areas
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology - this area of the BBC news website
will provide you with up-to-date information on technology development
www.teach-ict.com – a website totally devoted to IT and Computing. The
username is and the password is
https://www.knowitallninja.com/ - a website dedicated to L3 BTEC. Especially
useful for Unit 1
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/ - website for e-safety advice
Pearson Textbook – provided by the school
PG Online textbook – excellent for Unit 1 theory

Pearson Revision Guide – invaluable for the externally assessed units

Preparatory Activities
Week
1

Date
4-8
May

Activities
Digital divide
The digital divide is one ethical, social and moral issue
surrounding the use of IT.
Complete the following using the recommended resources:
1. Define the term digital divide
2. Explain causes of the digital divide
3. Find evidence to prove that the digital divide exists, i.e. the
% of people with internet connection across countries
4. What are the impacts of the digital divide for individuals,
businesses and society as a whole?
5. What can businesses or other organisations do in order to
minimise the digital divide and its consequences?
You can present this as either a PowerPoint presentation or a
word document. Include a bibliography of the sources that you
have used.

2

11-15
May

History of computing
Charles Babbage is considered to be the father of the concept of
the programmable computer, as long ago as 1820. However, it
has taken many years for computers to be as commonplace as
they are today.
Investigate Charles Babbage and other important figures in the
history of commuting:
● Ada Lovelace
● Alan Turing
● Tim Berners-Lee
● Alan Sugar
Present your work as a word-processed document to include
background information on each person, an image, what they did
that is so significant in the history of computing. Remember to
include a bibliography

3

18-22
May

Social Media
Facebook is now the most widely used social media platform, but
it was not the first, nor was it invented for the purpose that it is
used for today.
Produce a word processed report about social media use that
includes:

● The names of a range of social media platforms with
information about when, where, why they were launched
● Data and analysis about the use of social media – which
are the most used platforms, is this different across
different countries, continents, or age groups
● Benefits and limitations of social media use for (a)
individuals and (b) business organisations
● At least one example of where an individual has had their
career impacted due to improper social media use
● A bibliography
4

25-29
May

Connectivity
Read this article from the bbc:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-52414280
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is an ethernet cable?
What is bandwidth?
Why does more people using the internet affect the speed?
Why would gaming need a faster speed than general
browsing?
5. Use this resource:
https://www.knowitallninja.com/modules/connectivity/ to
complete the tasks on wired and wireless connectivity
Present your answers as two word-processed files
5

1-5
June

Computer Systems
This task is all about understanding what is meant by a computer
system.
The following sources will be useful:
LINK 1
LINK 2
VIDEOS
1. Make a collage or mind map of examples of computer systems
2. Explain what is meant by the input-process-output cycle
3. Explain the use, advantages and disadvantages of at least
FOUR input devices
4. Explain the use, advantages and disadvantages of at least
FOUR output devices
5. Explain the use, advantages and disadvantages of at least
FOUR storage devices
6. Cloud storage is a method where storage is not on a physical
device, but on a remote server. Analyse the pros and cons of

using cloud storage on (a) an individual and (b) on
organisations
7. A bibliography
Present the work as a word-processed report
6

8-12
June

Emerging technology
Emerging technology is new technology. Select FOUR from the
following:
● Artificial intelligence
● Biometrics
● Robotics
● Virtual reality
● Drones
● Augmented reality
● 3D printing
● Internet of things
For each one you select do the following
1. Explain what this technology is
2. Explain how it could be used by individuals at home
3. Explain how it could be used within the workplace
4. Implications of these emerging technologies -both positive
and negative
Present the tasks as a word-processed document

7

15-19
June

Spreadsheet Key terms
1. Use the suggested resources to define the following terms
which are used in spreadsheets. Include screenshots if you
can to help your definitions
● Workbook
● Worksheet
● Column
● Row
● Cell
● Active cell
● Formula
● Function
● Cell reference
● Absolute cell reference
● Conditional formatting

2. Explain who might use spreadsheets and what for
3. Analyse the benefits and limitations of using spreadsheets
rather than paper and a calculator
4. Explain how a spreadsheet program can be used to format the
data within a spreadsheet to improve the look and make it
easier to use
Present this as one word-processed document.
8

22-26
June

Spreadsheet practical task 1
You will need to use excel for this task (available through your
Office 365 login)
Download the file provided and the instruction sheet
Work through the tasks and submit your finished spreadsheet

9

29
June-3
July

Spreadsheet practical task 2
You will need to use excel again for this task (available through
your Office 365 login)
Download the file provided and the instruction sheet
Work through the tasks and submit your finished spreadsheet

10

6 – 10
July

Database key terms
1. Use the suggested resources to define the following terms
which are used in databases
● Database
● Table
● Field
● Record
● Data type
● Validation
● Verification
● Flat file database
● Relational database
● Primary key
● Query
● Form
2. Explain who might use a database and what for
3. Analyse the benefits and limitations of using a database rather
than paper records

Present this as a word-processed document with images if you
think this will help.
11

13-17
July

E-safety / PowerPoint practical task
Imagine you have been asked to lead an assembly for the new
Year 7s on e-safety. Create a PowerPoint for this purpose. You
will need to include:
● A suitable title page
● Several clearly laid out slides that include images as well
as text
● Speakers notes for each slide that go into more detail
about what would be said
● An embedded video
● A final slide with links to place for extra help / information
A bibliography in the speaker’s notes are of the final slide.

12

20-24
July

Legal issues
The Computer Misuse Act is one of the laws that relate to ICT
use.
Research the following and present in a word-processed
document:
● The main role of the law, i.e. what does it say is illegal
● The impact on organisations of the law
● The impact on individuals of the law
● The consequences of not following the law on (a) an
individual and (b) a business
● A news story where an organisation has failed to comply
with this law, and the outcome of the incident
Present this as a word-processed document.

ITALIAN
Current topics:
• Reflexive verbs in the perfect tense
• The Italian family
Tasks to complete:
• Use the support sheet to revise how to use the reflexive verbs in the perfect tense
• Transform the passage - La mia routine giornaliera - from present to past using the perfect tense
(document on Doddle)
• Rewrite the reflexive verbs in the perfect tense:
https://www.almaedizioni.it/interattive/Espresso_Ragazzi_2/LEZIONE_03/ER2es3lez3.htm
• Listen and write in Italian what you hear: http://www.oneworlditaliano.com/dettati-diitaliano/dettato-di-italiano-passato-prossimo-participio.aspx
Independent work:
• Continue working on the Language Immersion Challenge (document on Doddle)
• Choose and complete one (or some) of the 8 Italian challenges (document on Doddle)
• Choose and complete one (or some) of the 8 Italian challenges (document on Doddle)

External applicants - please contact mam@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

LAW BTEC
1. What is the difference between Criminal and Civil Law
2. Research the court system in the UK. What courts deal with which? What is the order of seniority?
3. For someone to be guilty of a crime they must have;
a. Actus reus
b. Mens rea
What do these terms mean? Why is it so important that someone who is guilty has both? Can you
think of situations where someone has Actus reus but not Mens rea?
4. Does someone have to sign a contract for it to become legally binding?

MATHS
On https://www.examsolutions.net/as-maths/edexcel/pure-maths-as-tutorials/ work through the video and
questions in the sections titled ‘Prior Knowledge’ in preparation for moving onto the Algebra section next
week.
External applicants - please contact aco@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

MEDIA BTEC
Year 11 Media BTEC
Wider Knowledge Tasks for School Closure
Please complete the following tasks on a weekly basis. These tasks will help you practice and develop your
media skills and knowledge. They are excellent activities to help you prepare for Key Stage 5 courses.

Week
Beginning

Task

27/4/20

Photoshop Skills
Read the photoshop tutorial attachment. Highlight the main points and learn the
names and functions of the key tools in the standard toolbar.

4/5/20

Advertising Analysis
Choose any printed advertisement. This could be from a magazine, billboard or a
poster. Carry out a textual analysis of this text and write a brief analysis which
discusses how gender is represented, how media language is used and how it follows
the key conventions of its form and genre.

11/5/20

Advertising Analysis 2
Choose any moving advertisement. Carry out a textual analysis of this text and write a
brief analysis which discusses how gender is represented, how media language is used
and how it follows the key conventions of its form and genre.

18/5/20

Advert Production – Concept and representation
Create the ideas and plans for your own moving image advertisement. Decide what
product you are advertising and what will happen in your advert. Decide also on how
you will represent gender and/or ethnicity or age.
HALF TERM BREAK

25/5/20
1/6/20

8/6/20

15/6/20

22/6/20

Advert Production – Storyboarding
Create a basic storyboard for your moving image advert. Draw the panels of your
storyboard onto blank paper and make sure that you show camera angle and
movement. This does not need to be well-illustrated. You can simply use stick figures
– it is your ideas and planning which count here.
Film Analysis 1
Choose any film that you have watched recently and strongly liked. Write a short 500
word review of the film explaining exactly what it got right.
Film Analysis 1
Choose any film that you have watched recently and strongly disliked. Write a short
500 word review of the film explaining exactly what it got wrong.
Newspaper Analysis
Buy a copy of The Mirror and The Daily Mail form the same day. Read the main stories
and analyse the front cover. Identify specific differences in the ways that the main

stories have been represented across the two newspapers. Write a short report
comparing the two papers.
29/6/20

6/6/20
13/6/20

Newspaper Production
Choose a story which has been discussed in the media in recent times. Design a
newspaper front page (on computer or simply using pen and paper) which shows a
clear viewpoint on this story. This should be from either a left wing or right wing
perspective.

MEDIA STUDIES
Year 11 Media Studies
Wider Knowledge Tasks for School Closure
Please complete the following tasks on a weekly basis. These tasks will help you practice and develop your
media skills and knowledge. They are excellent activities to help you prepare for Key Stage 5 courses.

Week
Beginning

Task

27/4/20

Photoshop Skills
Read the photoshop tutorial attachment. Highlight the main points and learn the
names and functions of the key tools in the standard toolbar.

4/5/20

Advertising Analysis
Choose any printed advertisement. This could be from a magazine, billboard or a
poster. Carry out a textual analysis of this text and write a brief analysis which
discusses how gender is represented, how media language is used and how it follows
the key conventions of its form and genre.

11/5/20

Advertising Analysis 2
Choose any moving advertisement. Carry out a textual analysis of this text and write a
brief analysis which discusses how gender is represented, how media language is used
and how it follows the key conventions of its form and genre.

18/5/20

Advert Production – Concept and representation
Create the ideas and plans for your own moving image advertisement. Decide what
product you are advertising and what will happen in your advert. Decide also on how
you will represent gender and/or ethnicity or age.
HALF TERM BREAK

25/5/20
1/6/20

8/6/20

15/6/20

22/6/20

Advert Production – Storyboarding
Create a basic storyboard for your moving image advert. Draw the panels of your
storyboard onto blank paper and make sure that you show camera angle and
movement. This does not need to be well-illustrated. You can simply use stick figures
– it is your ideas and planning which count here.
Film Analysis 1
Choose any film that you have watched recently and strongly liked. Write a short 500
word review of the film explaining exactly what it got right.
Film Analysis 1
Choose any film that you have watched recently and strongly disliked. Write a short
500 word review of the film explaining exactly what it got wrong.
Newspaper Analysis
Buy a copy of The Mirror and The Daily Mail form the same day. Read the main stories
and analyse the front cover. Identify specific differences in the ways that the main

stories have been represented across the two newspapers. Write a short report
comparing the two papers.
29/6/20

6/6/20
13/6/20

Newspaper Production
Choose a story which has been discussed in the media in recent times. Design a
newspaper front page (on computer or simply using pen and paper) which shows a
clear viewpoint on this story. This should be from either a left wing or right wing
perspective.

PHOTOGRAPHY
TBR: work has been emailed to those opting for Year 12 course.
In preparation for starting the Year 12 theme of ‘bodyscapes’.
We would like students to continue to build up subject knowledge of artists/photographers who work within
this theme. They do not have to be photographers they can be painters/sculptors etc. Tim Walker who
students have already been asked to look at uses objects from the V and A to inspire him. Even with
galleries shut at present many of them are offering good website experiences and even some virtual tours.
Here are some websites of such galleries to explore and find 5 more artists/photographers to learn about:
https://www.wallacecollection.org/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI1JZuILC6QIVo4BQBh0_fgMREAAYASAAEgKz2PD_BwE
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/virtualtours?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI86DjroPC6QIVEu7tCh10YgSdEAAYAiAAEgJvkfD_BwE
https://www.centrepompidou.fr/en
https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibitions
https://www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-modern
They can continue to use their choice of evidencing it however they would like to: PowerPoint, Word, scrap
book of printed pictures and notes. They should now have 11 artists/photographers identified and
evidenced.
They must have included:
• images of the artist’s work
• a list of characteristics of the artist’s work (e.g. colourful, black and white, cropped)
• a list of techniques the artist uses (e.g. artificial light, long shutter speed, appropriation)
• also look at different sources to gather your information and record these (i.e. record the URL links
to websites).
They do not have to go into a massive amount of detail as long as they are answering the questions above.
External applicants - please contact tbr@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

PRODUCT DESIGN
Create a design sheet - Use sketching to show how to improve the design of everyday products (PPT on
Doddle) to Make them more ‘inclusive’ by considering the end users and how easy/ difficult it might be to
interact with the selected product.
Show development sketches in a variety of techniques including Isometric, close ups and detail sketches with
annotations - examples of design sheets will be on doddle.

External applicants - please contact mfu@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

PSYCHOLOGY
Topic: Transition Tasks
Two documents have been added onto Doddle to prepare students who are considering Psychology at A
Level.
The main document is a booklet that corresponds to a free online course from the Open University, titled
‘Starting with Psychology’. The course goes through some key principles in Psychology and will take roughly
5-6 hours to complete. They should complete the booklet. Students are achieve a certificate once the course
is completed.
The second document outlines some tasks students can do to further prepare them for A Level. Some tasks
are continuous that students can add to every week, and some tasks require them to look at information in
depth and create resources.
How to complete the booklet.
1. The booklet is designed to run alongside the Open University’s free course ‘Starting with psychology’
You will need to log onto the OU website and create an account then enrol on the ‘starting with
psychology course’ when you have completed the course you can print off a free certificate of
participation from the OU, please attach that to the booklet when you are finished.
2. The course has a number of activities to complete as you work through it. Record your
responses/notes in the places provided in the booklet. I have set additional questions for you to
answer as you progress. I hope you enjoy it, I did.
Follow this link to the Open University website https://www.open.edu/openlearn/
Click ‘free courses’ from the bar across the top of the screen.
Scroll down and search ‘starting with psychology’ in the search bar.
Under the blue heading ‘health, sport and psychology’, third from the bottom select ‘starting with
psychology.
Then click ‘create account/sign in’
Create an account and submit
Then click ‘sign in to return to the page you were on’.
Sign in
Click ‘enrol now’
And begin the course,
If you have problems creating an account in that you get a message saying there was an error,
keep trying. I had to try a few times before the website finally worked, be persistent.
3. You need to print off the booklet, or if printing is a problem make your own booklet by hand.
4. At the end of each section create a key word list. There is a sheet at the end for you to fill in as you
go along.

5. Enjoyed it? Probably not the questions part though, the Open University offer other free psychology
courses including forensic psychology and developmental psychology. I have not written questions
for these, I promise.
6. FOR MY RECORDS, YOU WILL NEED TO HAND IN ON RETURN IN SEPTEMBER:
1. The completed booklet
2. Your certificate of participation
External applicants - please contact ozl@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Ready for A- Level tasks – students can pick from an A Level RS research-based activity booklet or complete
the questions from the A Level Sociology taster session.
Complete electronic copies can be emailed to Ebo@goffs.herts.sch.uk where I will log rewards.

External applicants - please contact ebo@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

SCIENCE
Week

Subject

w/c 8/6/20

Biology
This weeks task:

1) From the CGP Head Start to A-Level Biology book please read through
pages 17 - 19 and answer the questions at the bottom of each page
which you will need to email the answer to me either directly on the
email or attached as a word or PowerPoint file: iro@goffs.herts.sch.uk
w/c 8/6/20

Chemistry

1. Using the kindle book look at the next 3 pages and answer the questions.
Send me the answers so that I can check you are on the right track:
eni@goffs.herts.sch.uk
2. Continue to work through the independent learning course that you have
chosen. Remember that the skills we are looking to develop here are
independent learning skills so there is no problem if the course is not
particularly chemical in nature. Of course I would be happy if you were
looking at chemistry but it is your choice - genuinely.
3. Log onto the Seneca course and look at the first part of the A level course (or
complete the GCSE refresher course if you have not done that)
w/c 8/6/20

Physics
Particle Physics
Follow the link that presents the fundamentals of particle physics we will study at A
level. Produce and submit a summary document that lists the key properties and
differences of the particles in the sub atomic zoo! You choose how you produce and
present the document. I am looking for an original, colourful and fun summary that
will help with your understanding of this new area of Physics.
Email me a copy: ral@goffs.herts.sch.uk.
https://prezi.com/dvfemka5oy3o/yr-12-particlephysics/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy

w/c 8/6/20

Applied Science – Lessons 10
Email me a copy of work: mke@goffs.herts.sch.uk.

Lesson 10 – Physics:
electromagnetic spectrum

Write a report explaining how the applications of electromagnetic waves
in communications are related to frequency (how they work, how they
are similar in frequencies)
• satellite communication
• mobile phones
• Bluetooth®
• infrared
• Wi-Fi.

Write a report/information pamphlet on how the following work:
•
•
•
•
•

the applications of fibre optics in medicine to include endoscopes.
the applications of fibre optics in communication, to include: analogue and digital signals:
analogue-to-digital conversion,
broadband.
Please include diagrams of each.

Infrared and Bluetooth© are both used for short range wireless communication. Compare the similarities
and differences of the waves produced by infrared and Bluetooth© devices.
(c) (i) Bluetooth© and Wi-Fi use the same frequency band. Give one reason why a Bluetooth© signal does
not interfere with a Wi-Fi signal.
(1)
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
State two useful applications of Bluetooth© technology.
1
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................
2
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................
Task: watch through the 3 video links on each type of transport system. You need to make notes on how
each system works. You need to include:
•
•
•
•

How the transport method works
Examples of where it is used in either animals or plants
Examples of the nutrients that are used in each system
Any specific differences between each system

Active transport: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxXN-j6UzOY

Diffusion: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUPHohqlPTU
Osmosis: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Eq8rO3fABM

SOCIOLOGY
Ready for A- Level tasks – students can pick from an A Level RS research-based activity booklet or complete
the questions from the A Level Sociology taster session.
Complete electronic copies can be emailed to Ebo@goffs.herts.sch.uk where I will log rewards.

External applicants - please contact ebo@goffs.herts.sch.uk directly for transition work.

SPANISH
Preparation work for further study:
•

Revise all grammar areas from GCSE
www.languagenut.com
www.languagesonline.org.uk

•

Improve your language skills by listening to Spanish songs and finding the lyrics
www.lyricsgaps.com/sp
www.lyricstraining.com/sp

•

Keep up-to-date with what is going on in Spain by watching news-clips and reading short articles in
Spanish on topics that interest you
www.elpais.com
www.rtve.es

